Signage
Guidelines
Grow your business.
The City of Eugene is committed to helping business owners maintain a
vibrant retail and entertainment environment downtown. The city is
working closely with business and property owners to improve the
streetscape to promote commerce and improve the quality of life for all.
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Less is more
Let your business speak for itself. Posters & clutter in windows
makes it difficult for customers to see your business and take
notice. Let people see your customers and goods. Maximize
views into your business from the street.

Window Signage
Well-designed signage makes a strong first impression and
can be a creative demonstration of business character.
Signs should clearly communicate the name and identity
of the business in a few words without obscuring windows
or covering architectural details of the building.

Sidewalk Signage
Use high-quality, durable, and well-designed, sidewalk signs.
These express neighborhood identity and provide a cohesive
character for the district.

Less is more
Storefront windows are very important for all types
of businesses, especially in walkable areas like
downtown. Transparent storefronts create an
inviting pedestrian experience and assure
surveillance of the street and sidewalk .
Remove posters, stickers, and other items that take
up space in storefront windows and block potential
customers from seeing into your business. Don’t
clutter your glass with temporary or permanent
items. It looks messy and drives customers away.

Window Signage
Consider storefront window signage and
keep it limited to business name, hours of
operation, and contact information. Keep it
simple and let your business speak for itself.
Don’t use temporary paper, fabric, or
adhesive signs in windows where permanent
signage is more appropriate. Product
advertisements and posters should not be
posted on the glass.

Sidewalk Signage
Signs should be professionally designed and fabricated to ensure
quality. Sidewalk sign materials should be high-quality and durable.
Consider chalkboard signs, printed or engraved wood signs, or a
reclaimed and recycled materials palette. Do not use plastic signs.
Signs must be kept directly in front of your business, at least 2 feet
from a curb adjacent to on-street parking and outside of the vision
clearance area on corners (see application diagram). A pedestrian zone
of 5’ must be kept clear at all times on the sidewalk.

Eugene is unique - shoppers, diners, and those enjoying
events relish the vibrant walkability and local flavor of
Downtown. Simple and clean signage offers an
opportunity to express your business’ identity while
maximizing your opportunity to entice customers.

Questions?
Contact Eric Brown
Downtown Manager
541.682.5208
ebrown@eugene-or.gov
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